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in Savannah
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“It is only waste if you waste it”

Scott Boylston
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The Team

Jessica Wilson
M.F.A. Design Management

Jessica moved to Savannah, GA from Charleston, SC 
where she received a BFA in Interior Design. She is 
currently working on an MFA Design Management at 
SCAD. She thoroughly enjoys research, collaboration 
and all aspects of the design process. Jessica was 
extremely successful at building relationships with the 
stakeholders in Savannah. An eclectic designer with 
a passion for sustainable practices, she was excited 
to direct her creativity and organizational skills 
towards the Culture of Waste in Savannah project. 

Hima Tadimeti
M.F.A. Industrial Design

Hima came to Savannah in Fall 2015 to get a 
masters degree in Industrial Design after doing her 
Undergrad in Electronics and Telecommunication 
Engineering from India. She is interested in finding out 
new things and she believes that learning research 
methods would be a helpful tool to know various 
data points within the rules of ethnography not only 
for educational purpose but also for her personal life. 

Olesya Golub
M.A. Design for Sustainability

Olesya is on track to finish her M.A. in Design for 
Sustainability at Savannah college of Art and 
Design this fall. A student of architecture since she 
was a child her goal is to become an architect 
specializing in the repurposement of antiquary 
buildings. Olesya holds a degree in Architecture from 
the State University of New York at Alfred and lives 
in Savannah with her husband, Kenneth and son, 
Theodore.

Rachel Segrest
M.F.A. Design for Sustainability

Rachel is currently working toward an M.F.A. in 
Design for Sustainability at Savannah College of 
Art and Design. Amazed by the average person’s 
oblivion their own waste generation, she thought it 
would be beneficial to research what drives wasteful 
practices. Rachel received her B.S. in Business 
Management and Marketing from Fordham University 
in New York, NY. 
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We began our project on researching the culture of waste in 
Savannah with as few expectations as we could manage. Of course 
embracing the required ambiguity necessary during ethnographic 
research was challenging, and we all had to keep each other ’s 
opinions balanced against the facts. To guide our project, we 
implemented the methods of contextual research outlined in Vijay 
Kumar ’s 101 Design Methods. 

Although our goal was unclear, our team possessed a powerful 
collection of knowledge and abilities including engineering, charm, 
architecture, interior design, photography, management, motivation, 
critical thinking, hospitality and research. With these and other 
intellectual skills at our disposal, we were able to approach the 
research of Savannah’s waste from a collectively thorough and 
insightful perspective. 

Through secondary research, we began to lay the foundation of our 
understanding of waste. A very broad topic, we quickly learned that 
waste came in nearly every direction from nearly every industry and 
individual, constantly. To shape our secondary research process, 
we used methods of contextual research including Sense Intent and 
Know Context.

As we carried out the first contextual research method of Sense 
Intent, we used the Innovation Sourcebook and Key Facts to gather 
data on what was happening with waste in the world and in 
Savannah. During this stage, we uncovered 5 recurring categories of 
waste: Construction, Medical, Plastic, Food and Fashion & Art. 

From this point, we began the second stage of Knowing Context. 
Using the Innovation Evolution map we noted what instances related 
to waste had transpired in the past. As we marked points in history, we 
tried to analyze present situations and occurrences to see if history 
was in any way repeating itself. Meanwhile we creating a Contextual 
Research Plan to outline how we would action the necessary 
Ethnographic research that would carry us to the end of the project.

Next we recognized the need to Know People as soon as possible. 
Wasting no time, we decided to take an interview-intensive 
approach to our research, while making use of two cultural probes 
and participating in multiple observations including volunteer 
opportunities facilitated by those whom we were interested in 
learning more from. As we interviewed various members of the 
community, we gained more leads that connected us to new people 
and new occasions to observe waste-related practices. 

After we gathered information from our research endeavors, our team 
had to Frame Insights. We transcribed each data point onto postits 
for affinitizing. Multiple affinitizing sessions later, we had analyzed the 
connects between points and developed 10 insights into the 
Culture of Waste in Savannah. In brief, the data indicated that 
Savannah was wasteful and needed help to reduce its impact. 

Project Overview

At this point it was time to Explore Concepts.  We looked at our 
research findings closely as a group and concluded that we 
needed to give the citizens of Savannah awareness and support so 
they could reduce their waste. Working within our strengths our team 
Framed Solutions and ultimately Realized Offerings through an app 
in addition to a community networking event as our final solution.
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What is waste?

verb :

to consume, spend, or employ uselessly or without adequate return; 
use to no avail or profit

 

noun:

material that is not wanted; the unusable remains or byproducts of something

adjective:

having served or fulfilled a purpose; no longer of use
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Before beginning our secondary 
research, our team met to discuss 
different directions our project 
could move in. We set to work 
coming up with various aspects of 
waste to ground ourselves as we 
prepared to begin researching.
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Secondary research utilizes information 
that others have already found. We made 
great use of the internet as well as printed 
publications to learn about waste. Pursuing 
scholarly articles, looking at relevant 
websites, reading news stories and scanning 
social media were a few ways in which our 
team carried out our secondary research.

What is Secondary Research?
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More specifically, we applied the tools found in Vijay Kumar ’s 101 
Design Methods. Beginning with the mode of Sense Intent, we used 
the Key Facts tool to gather facts and figures from credible sources. 
We looked at government and organization-owned websites in 
addition to accessing online research journals through SCAD’s 
library system. 

During the process we learned that the medical profession and 
construction industry produce large amounts of waste that are 
currently not disposed of well. We also discovered that the fashion 
industry and the food industry were generating much waste at a 
rapid rate. Tying these four areas together was plastic. In some form 
or another plastic waste was present in every industry we researched.

We also used the Innovation Sourcebook tool within the Sense 
Intent Mode. Looking at examples of companies and organizations 
doing positive things with waste helped our group to understand 
trends in the waste industry as well as see what was being done 
well. We found examples of recycling programs as well as community 
based initiatives to reduce waste. Using the Innovation Sourcebook, 
we were able to see some of the more optimistic perceptions of 
waste which allowed our team to move forward with a generally 
open mindset.

1

1 Sense INTENT

Topic

Waste

Plastic

Waste

Waste

• • •

Sub - Topic

Fees/Time

Fibers/
Medical

Medical

Imported Waste

Relevancy

Related

Related

Related

Related

Data type

Law

News

Incenerator 
facts

News

Key facts

Registered Security Alarm users
charged $100 per false alarm after 3 

(4 if you’re a Senior Citizen) false alarms

Polylactic Acid derived from resources. 
Compostable and biodegradable. 

Typically used in industrial packaging 
field or the biocompatible/

bioabsorbable medical devices. 

incenerator facts

Out-of-state waste amounts to 11.5% of 
the total amount of waste disposed in 

Georgia or 13.9% of the waste entering 
MSW landfills in the state. 

Source

Savannah 2015 Revenue Ordinance 
www.savannahga.gov/DocumentCenter/View/4707 

“Journal of Polymers and the 
Environment, Vol. 9, No. 2, April 2001 (q 2002) 
www.naldc.nal.usda.gov/download/4048/PDF” 

www3.epa.gov/ttnchie1/ap42/ch02/final/c02s03.pdf

www.dca.state.ga.us/development/research/programs/
downloads/2009CapacityDisposal.pdf

Source

www.recycling.chathamcounty.org

www.savannahgreenguide.org/waste

www.savannahgreenguide.org/waste

• • •

Chatham County Public 
Works Services

Recycling Oyster Shells 

Food Donation Centers

Mid-Town Location Eisenhower Dr.

There are 3 shell recycling 
centers in GA - Hundreds of pounds of oyster 
shells are produced from private oyster roasts 

and restaurants 

Local organizations take large amounts of 
food that would other wise go to waste

Chatham County

Jekyll Island Shell Recycling 
Center; Tybee Island Shell 

Recycling Center;
UGA Marine Extension Service

Second Harvest Food 
Bank - Savannah City Mission

Description Attributes Stakeholders

Key Facts

Innovation 
Sourcebook

Sense INTENT
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Next we moved on the Know Context mode where we employed an 
Innovation Evolution Map and developed our Contextual Research 
Plan. The Innovation Evolution Map was essentially a timeline of 
notable historic occurrences that related to waste in some way. 
Looking back in history and assessing what was going on in the world 
alongside what was specifically happening with waste allowed us 
to better understand why certain things were happening. We could 
then compare the past to the present and look for instances where 
history might be repeating itself.

For example, we noticed that around the time of the Vietnam 
War the hippie era began. During this time the first Earth Day was 
established in addition to the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA). One could deduce that the politically-driven war compelled 
people to care more about loving each other as well as the natural 
world around them. This love of self and earth may have initiated the 
first official celebration of earth (Earth Day) and may have also led 
to the creation of the environmental protection agency. Today, an 
aspect of Earth Day focuses on living a more conscious, waste-free 
life while the EPA actively seeks to reduce negative impacts on the 
earth with includes waste from humans.
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2 Know CONTEXT

Secondary Research 
Presentation

Primary Research 
Presentation

Visit Cultural Arts 
Gallery Exhibit

Visit & Interview
Chatham 

Recycling Center

Event at 
House of Strut

Interview 
Bede Van Dyke

Interview 
Scott Boylston

Final Event

Process 
book

Volunteer with E2F3,
Interview

Ralph Douglas Jones

Interviews 
Brittany Nearhoof,

Southern Pine,
E2F3 

Interviews 
Larry Newsome,
Volunteer with

America’s Second 
Harvest 

Interview 
Jane Fishman

Cultural Probe at
Earth Day Festival

Interview 
Andy Schwartz, 
Cultural Prob at 

First Friday Art March

Volunteer with Tybee 
Beach Cleanup,
 Visit to Fish Art

Volunteer with Tybee 
Beach Cleanup 

M

T

W

T

F

Sat

Sun

Know CONTEXT

Contextual Research Plan

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10
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With limited materials 
designers focus on 
practical pieces.

WWII begins
Vietnam War begins

PET (plastic #1)
is patented in
England

US decides to build 
Nuclear Production 
facilities at Hanford

Agricultural Trade 
Development + 
Assistance Act

Hippies Era begins

EPA was born

The first Earth Day

Environmental
Quality
Improvement Act

Vietnam War ends

PET water bottle patened

EPA created Hazardous 
chemical list including 
chemotherapy drugs (RCRA)

Federal Water Pollution 
Control Act

US enters
WWII

PostWar Fashion 
(extravagance, flares)

Food Stamp Act & War 
on Poverty

Mini skirts

Space age fashion 
incorporating plastic 
surrounds moon landingBarbie Doll,

Spandex

1939 1941 1943 1945 1948 1954 1959 1964 1965 1967 1970 19731969

2 Know CONTEXT

Innovation Evolution Map

Medical Waste 
Tracking Act 
begins  (MWTA)

Clean up at 
Hanford begins

US released private 
documents which proved that 
there were off-site releases 
of radiant in Hanford

EPA formed regulatory 
framework for the 
construction and 
operation waste

EPA entered into a voluntary 
partnership with the hospitals for 
a Healthy EnvironmentPost Vietnam War era: 

fashion designers introduce 
big designs and 
outlandish colors

Federal Agriculture 
improwement and reform 
revised farm programs to 
increase relience on 
market signals

EPA starts regulating 
the emissions from the 
medical waste 
incelerators

1980 1985 1986 1988 1989 1996 1997 19981991

Food Security Act lowered 
government farm supports, 
promoted exports, and set 
up the Conservation 
Rescue Program

Fashion embraces fitnes, 
music and pop culture 
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CONSTRACTION   
WASTE

MEDICAL   
WASTE

PLASTIC   
WASTE

2 Know CONTEXT

FOOD
WASTE

FASHION   
WASTE

During the process we learned that the medical 
profession and construction industry produce large 
amounts of waste that are currently not disposed of 
well. We also discovered that the fashion industry 
and the food industry were generating much waste 
at a rapid rate. Tying these four areas together was 
plastic. In some form or another plastic waste was 
present in every industry we researched.

What we have learned.
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CONSTRUCTION   
WASTE

Construction waste generally includes wood, rock, drywall, 
cardboard, plastics and metals. While doing the secondary 
research the facts that we found clearly mentioned that their is 
a lot of construction waste that is generated during demolition 
and construction. A fact which was drawing attention to was that 
8,000 lbs of waste is typically thrown into the landfill during the 
construction of a 2,000 square foot home. Recycling C&D waste 
reduces disposal costs and carbon emissions. It also helps you 
comply with environmental legislation and restrictions on what can 
be sent to landfill. Their are some industries trying to reuse and 
up-cycle the waste generated from deconstruction giving the 
material new life and hence reducing the landfill waste.

2 Know CONTEXT
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MEDICAL   
WASTE

According to the Natural Resources Defense Council, 
Americans are wasting an alarming 40% of food yet 
1 out of 6 Americans does not have a secure food 
source and often goes hungry. This means that each 
American is wasting over 20 pounds of food each month. 
Uneaten foods are left to rot in the landfill which emits 
unnecessary chemicals. Farmers leave unsold crops to 
rot in the fields and grocery stores toss out blemished 
fruits and veggies. Fortunately some nonprofits are 
trying to combat this wastefulness by giving the 
farmers and grocery stores the option to donate these 
food items. These nonprofits then disperse the items in 
a number or creative ways.

2 Know CONTEXT
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PLASTIC   
WASTE

In the film The Graduate,Walter Brooke’s Mr. McGuire uttered one of the most famous one 
word lines in cinema history. In a conversation with Dustin Hoffman’s character, Benjamin, 
Brooke’s attempt to give Benjamin some advice came in the form of one word, “Plastics.” It 
was 1967, and although plastics had been around, they weren’t mainstream. Plastic got 
its start about a century earlier in the 1860s when it was used as an ivory substitute. Plas-
tic technology jumped again in 1907 with the creation of Bakelite, the first fully synthetic 
plastic. Plastic was still a relatively long chain organic polymer, but now every molecule in 
it was man made. Bakelite was a do everything plastic. It was used as jewelry, made into 
clocks, even the AK-47 used Bakelite for it ’s pistol grip. Nylon came along in 1935 and 
was used for everything from parachutes, to cord, to lingerie, and body armor during Viet-
nam. During the late ‘60s and ‘70s plastic became the material of the future. It replaced 
wood in furniture, paper in packaging, even steel in cars. But by that  time the detrimental 
impact plastics had on society had been discovered. Plastic got a reputation as cheap 
and disposable. Today that reputation is manifested in the Pacific garbage patch, a 
Texas sized slick of garbage floating in the South Pacific making Walter Brooke’s Mr. Mc-
Guire seem prophetic. Concerns about carcinogenic additives such as BPA have caused 
companies to change their recipe for plastic. Still plastic keeps growing. Plastic makes 
computers cellphones, medical equipment possible. Plastic saves lives everyday. Plastic is 
neither good nor bad. It is a tool that requires responsible use.

2 Know CONTEXT
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FASHION   
WASTE

Using the secondary research tools we discovered that fashion 
played a significant role in producing waste. The industry was 
affected largely by historical events. For example, the moon landing 
in 1969 resulted in fashion trends encompassing space-aged looks 
that incorporated more plastics. Given the lack of proper waste 
disposal at the time, these plastics inevitably ended up in landfills. 
Fashion trends have generally been influenced by current events, 
accelerating during the 80s as popular culture moved models and 
celebrities to the forefront of desirability. Consumers demanded 
increasingly more apparel so fashion designers produced 
increasingly more styles. Through our research, we learned that most 
of this clothing ends up in landfills.

2 Know CONTEXT
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FOOD   
WASTE

According to the Natural Resources Defense Council, Americans are 
wasting an alarming 40% of food yet 1 out of 6 Americans does 
not have a secure food source and often goes hungry. This means 
that each American is wasting over 20 pounds of food each month. 
Uneaten foods are left to rot in the landfill which emits unnecessary 
chemicals. Farmers leave unsold crops to rot in the fields and 
grocery stores toss out blemished fruits and veggies. Fortunately 
some nonprofits are trying to combat this wastefulness by giving the 
farmers and grocery stores the option to donate these food items. 
These nonprofits then disperse the items in a number or creative ways.

2 Know CONTEXT
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As we moved to the primary research portion of our project, we 
began the third mode of contextual research, Know People. Our 
team focused on carrying out interviews and setting up participant 
based observations as well as creating two cultural probes. 
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Cultural Probe

“What is waste to you?“ Earth Day, April 16th, 2016
Forsyth Park, Savannah,  GA
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Gender

Where are you from?

What is waste to you?

What is something you threw away 
and then regretted? Why?

Age

questionnaire card

With such a wide ranging topic as waste, we knew we had to gauge 
how Savannah’s residents felt about the subject as soon as possible. 
We created a cultural probe that we stationed at Savannah’s Earth 
Day celebration in Forsythe Park, acknowledging that the data we 
collected would be from a sample of people more well-versed in 
waste than the average citizen. 

Since the probe would be placed at an event among many 
other stalls and vendors seeking to engage attendees, we knew 
our probe had to be engaging. While catching the attention of 
passersby our probe also had to be compelling enough for people 
to respond to it. Agreeing that seeing reflections of ourselves almost 
always got our attention, we decided to incorporate a mirror into 
the front of the probe. Right above the mirror, we wrote in large letters 
“What is Waste to You?” hoping that seeing their reflection as well as 
receiving such a direct question would draw people to participate. 

Once people approached the probe they were incentivized with 
candies to complete one of the clearly marked questionnaire cards. 
Each questionnaire provided six data points including two powerful 
questions. The first being “What is waste to you?” and the second 
being “What is something you threw away and regretted? Why?”. In 
addition to the completed cards, we provided a waste bins for the 
candy wrappers and collected data on how many wrappers were 
placed in the bin compared to how many candies were taken. From 
the 50 candies taken, 23 wrappers ended up in the waste bucket.

Cultural Probe “What is waste to you?“

Our probe yielded 95 respondents, the majority of which were in their 
twenties with most responses coming from women. Five participants 
were from Asia, one from Europe, five from South America and the 
remainder from the United States mostly Savannah and surrounding 
areas. We found that many people considered waste things that are 
not reused or recycled. They cited regretting instances when they 
had thrown away food, clothing and things that could be reused or 
recycled but were not convenient to do so at the time.
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Data collected from 95 participants.

Total Responces (Age)

Age

# 
o

f p
eo

p
le

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 15 17 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 33 34 35 36 37 42 43 45 49 50 53 56 57 61 63 65 72 76
N

/A

3 Know PEOPLE

Total Responces  
(Gender)

Where are you from?

35.8 %

62.1 %

Female
Male

N/A
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Cultural Probe

“If you were ___ ,
what would 
people do 
with you when
they were done?“

Art March , May 6th, 2016
 Starland District ,Savannah,  GA
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90.1%

9.9%

17 and under

18 and up

67.9%

29.6%

Female

Male

N/A

As our research progressed, the data indicated that people 
were uneducated about or perhaps unwilling to dispose of waste 
properly. Our first cultural probe showed that people regretted 
throwing away many things while other research in Savannah 
indicated issues with styrofoam and recycling. We wanted to hear 
more specifically from users how they felt about specific types 
of waste and what to do when they finished with certain items. 
Meanwhile, we wanted to get inside of their heads to better 
understand their thought processes. 

Our second cultural probe consisted of a single question we 
hoped would resonate with users as they walked by our station at 
the Art March. “If you were ______, what would people do with you 
when they were done?” Beneath the question we had four thought 
bubbles, each pertaining to an item our users had expressed repeated 
trouble with. We included celery (food), a plastic water bottle 
(plastic), a T-shirt (clothing) and styrofoam (unrecyclable - true 
waste). Everything except the styrofoam has a cycle in Savannah to 
which it can be reintroduced after use. We wanted to see how much 
users knew while coding the data for age and gender.

From our 81 responses, over 25 percent said they would throw said 
item in the trash while over a third of the respondents said they 
would reuse or recycle in some way. Once again the vast majority 
of responses came from women (68 percent) with only 29 percent 
coming from men. The most responses pertained to celery (23) and 
T-shirts (24). Many of the answers seemed to be attempts at humor 
as the probe was in a public space with a range of passerby. 
However, respondents were the most earnest regarding what they 
had to say about plastic water bottles. Out of 18 responses, only 
one person made a joke.

Total Responces (Gender)

Total Responces (Age)

Data collected from 81 participants.Cultural Probe “If you were ___ 
what would people do with you?“

3 Know PEOPLE

6 12 18 240

Human waste
Attempt at Hunor

Reuse
Trash

Eat
Compost
New Use

Recycle
Burn

Make Something
Storage
Donate

Donate/Make  Something
Wash

IDK
Recycle/Trash

Answers
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15

13

11

9

7

Celery

Male Female

16

12

8

4

0

Styrofoam

Male Female

0 2 4 6 8

Celery

Human Waste

Attempt at Humor

Reuse

Trash

Compost

Eat

0 2 4 6 8

Styrofoam

Attempt at Humor

Trash

New Use

Reuse

Recycle

Make  Something

Burn

3 Know PEOPLE

0 2 4 6 8

T-Shirt

Attempt at Humor

Donate

New Use

Make Something

Make Sth/Donate

IDK

Trash

Wash

0 2 4 6 8

Water Bottle

Attempt at Humor

Reuse

Trash

New Use

Recycle

Recycle/Trash

Make Something

8

6

4

2

0

Water Bottle

Male Female Other

Female

20

15

10

5

0

T-Shirt

Male
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Bede Van Dyke

Retired Architect 
Artist

While Bede’s primary career was in 
architecture, he and a friend organized 
the first Earth Day in Houston, TX which they 
created as a week long event. Our team 
discovered his recycled art exhibition Rescued 
Papers at the Savannah Cultural Arts Gallery.

Retired now, Bede has begun making art with 
paper cartons and cardboard boxes. He 
obtains cardboard boxes from retail shops, 
grocery stores, garbage cans and friends. 
Having to perfect a process to compress 
some of the pieces, Bede has created a 
system using water and cinderblocks to allow 
easier framing.

Bede commented that he acquires his 
material from myriad places. While we were 
interviewing him, there was a baby’s pacifier 
on his work desk atop a few cut squares of 
paper. He said that he found the pacifier on 
the ground somewhere and felt inspired to 
make a piece of art with it.

“I don’t look for trash...
it finds me.“

Bede Van Dyke
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Jane Fishman

Savannah Morning News, Columnist

Gardener

 
Our interview with Jane was exciting as her 
community garden appears mysteriously 
overgrown from the exterior. However, upon 
entering we were delighted. Bicycle wheels hung 
from the trees while the plants fell over each 
other in abundance. Jane explained to us that 
everything in her garden was a survivor. She 
rarely weeds and never wastes time trying to 
force anything to grow. 

With no access to water, Jane’s plants must have 
good soil, adequate sunlight and rainwater. By 
composting, she is able to get nutrient rich soil 
that keeps her plants thriving. Toward the back 
of her property, she has a compost section 
that was set up by Andy Schwartz of Grow. Eat. 
Repeat. which uses food waste from surrounding 
area restaurants. The compost seemed to 
fertilize the plants extremely well as the garden 
was teeming with edible fruits and vegetables 
as well as aesthetic flowers and trees. Jane’s 
gardening methods not only showed how 
beneficial food waste could be in generating 
more food, but also how allowing things to 
naturally grow on their own can result in an 
extremely efficient and organized system.

“I believe in FOLLY“

Jane Fishman
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Scott Boylston

Emergent Structures 
Founder

SCAD Professor
Design for Sustainability

Emergent Structures is a non-profit organization 
dedicated to change our society ’s perception 
of waste. Their aim is to reduce the amount of 
building materials in landfills through innovative 
repurposing projects. Scott began the interview 
by talking about streams of resources that lay 
right in front of us. That is, waste in its various 
forms has much potential to be reused again 
and again. Emergent Structures focuses on using 
community labor to harvest materials from 
condemned buildings that can then be re used. 
The organization is trying to create a successful 
business model here in Savannah that can then 
be applied in other cities.

Scott explained that at Emergent Structures, they 
are trying to make sustainable choices easy. He 
said that if Emergent can provide a safety net for 
companies to try new things then they are doing 
their job.

“It is only waste 
if you waste it.”

Scott Boylston

Elaine Adams

SCAD Professor
Sustainable Architecture

Working in sustainability since 2009, Elaine is 
building her own highly sustainable house. In 
order to reduce waste and become more 
sustainable, she believes that people will have 
to see more positive examples, so to increase 
awareness, she is turning her house into 
demonstration green home. It will have features 
including those that save more energy and 
harvest rainwater. She was adamant that simple 
steps can make a considerable impact.

While Elaine is using green materials to build 
her house, she said that simply foregoing some 
commonly used building materials is often more 
efficient in itself. For example, she explained that 
some touted energy efficient lights have to be 
replaced by the entire fixture rather than just 
the bulb. Changing the entire fixture is wasteful 
which takes an added level of understanding to
truly grasp.

“If I don’t need it,
I don’t want it”

Elaine Adams
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E2F3

Nonproffit Organization

A non-profit organization, Everybody Eats Fresh 
Free Fridays was started by Ilya Snyder and 
Jonathan Gibson as when they were in the 5th 
Grade. After a school field trip to America’s 
Second Harvest the two boys learned that  
Second Harvest throws away its stores of food 
on Fridays because they are not staffed over 
the weekend. 

E2F3 takes the food donated by Second 
Harvest and creates a free grocery shopping 
experience to those who need it. The distribution 
program is set up the third friday of every month 
at St. Francis Cabrini Catholic Church. There, 
clients arrive early in the morning to begin lining 
up a few hours in advance. E2F3 differs from 
other organizations as it does not require its 
clients to divulge their income information. 
Instead, the organization aims to support 
anyone who needs fresh food at the time. The 

only requirement is a photo ID.

 

“One day I hope there is 
no need for what we do” 

Ilya Snyder
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Brittany Nearhoof

Jacob G. Smith Elementary School
Art Teacher

Brittany teaches 530 students with a budget of 
$400. With about $0.70 per child the budget 
has never been sufficient. Art supplies are 
generally expensive and she quickly realized she 
would have to get more creative in order to give 
kids the educational experience they deserved. 
Out of necessity Brittany began asking parents 
and friend for recycled materials they no longer 
had use for which she then incorporated into 
her regular art supplies. She found that students 
enjoyed reusing materials and coming up with 
new ways to make things. 

We first learned about Brittany when we found 
her students’ art on display at the Savannah 
Cultural Arts Gallery. The works consisted of 
obsolete computer monitors and towers that 
had been rethought as art pieces. One piece 
was covered in wax colorful melted crayons 
while another had been yarn bombed. During 
our interview Brittany explained that she wanted 
kids to understand multiple ways of creating art 

while becoming more resourceful.

“In the art room, we are 
always turning trash 

to treasure.”

Brittany Nearhoof
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Chatham County 
Recycling

David Nash
&

Abby Murphy

Chatham County Recycling Center serves as a 
drop-off facility where individuals can bring a 
wide range of recyclable materials. Abby and 
David walked us through the grounds which 
include an art gallery, an education space 
and a drive in service station. As we toured the 
different parts of the facility we saw that Chatham 
County offered recycling for almost anything 
including scrap metal, electronics, chipboard 
and paper. 

We were surprised to learn however, that with all 
the items the facility accepted, glass was not 
allowed. Apparently, glass frequently shattered 
among recycled goods and ends up holding 
20 percent of the cardboard and 20 percent 
of paper. David told us this results in glass 
causing 40 percent of all collected recycling 
to be sent to landfill. We realized that certain 
concessions had to be made in order to reach 
the best waste-reducing results.

“Everything is connected.”

David Nash
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Andy Schwartz

Grow. Eat. Repeat.
Founder

Andy runs his primary composting business on 
the property of Victory Gardens. We arrived at 
our interview to find him tending to his giant 
compost mounds which were perfectly formed 
and covered in wood chips to keep the 
temperature constant and the animals away. 
Formerly an organic farm worker, Andy had 
experience with the positive effects of compost. 
He began composting in his backyard and 
slowly got involved with composting waste from 
restaurants through friends who worked at said 
establishments.

Initially, Andy expanded his business operations 
to collecting food waste from more Savannah 
restaurants, he used community gardens as 
composting sites. As a form of rent, the gardeners 
could use the generated compost while Andy 
was able to use the space. He said that 
approximately 2000 pounds of raw food would 
become 12 buckets of nutrient rich soil for the 
gardens. In addition to composting, Andry 
participates in educational events to increase 
awareness about food waste and composting.

“We want to focus more on 
educating people.”

Andy Schwartz
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Ralph Douglas Jones

Fish Art Gallerie
Founder

Artist

We had the opportunity to speak with the man 
who founded Fish Art Gallerie on Tybee Island, 
Ralph Douglas Jones. Riding into Tybee in a 
school bus-turned-RV with $42 to his name, 
Ralph started his art career in 2000. He acquired 
a van which (according to his story) was 
exceedingly ugly, so to increase its charm Ralph 
painted it with a giant fish. Adding a smile, he 
created what would become his trademark 
“happy fish.”

These days Ralph works mostly with items that he 
finds or people bring to him including metal trash 
cans, musical instruments and reclaimed woods. 
After envisioning an idea, Ralph transforms his 
collection of goods into works of art buyers 
typically display in their gardens or outdoor 
spaces. His work truly showcased an example 
of the financial potential behind reusing waste. 
To illustrate, a giant turtle crafted from copper 
downspouts was suspended above us, retailing 
at a casual $12,500.

 “Be careful what you ask for;
you‘ll get it.”

Ralph Douglas Jones
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Nick Deffley

City of Savannah 
Sustainability Department

Director

As the director of Savannah’s Sustainability 
department, Nick and his counterpart, Ashley 
hold no authority to make decisions. Rather, 
they serve as a consulting team meant to guide 
Savannah toward best practices in five specific 
areas: waste, water, energy, transportation and 
green space. Because of the 12 million tourists 
that cycle through the city each year, Nick said 
they were finally able to convince the city to put 
permanent recycling bins on River St. and Bay St. 
Apparently many tourists have expressed surprise 
at how difficult it is for them to recycle when 
visiting Savannah. 

Nick talked about some of the frequent issues 
that arose for his team. He divulged that the 
city ’s trash contractor, Pratt is obligated to 
collect glass however it is unclear what the 
company does with the glass after it is picked up. 
He also expressed concern about Savannah’s 
dependency of styrofoam. He hopes for a 
Savannah with more bikes, commercial 
composting, a full public recycling program and 
more community gardens.

“Nobody is going to care about 
what I’m saying unless they 
can see how it affects them.“

Nick Deffley

“I want to light fires
and kick tires.“

Erica Jarman

Erica Jarman

House of Strut
Business Owner

For our interview, Erica invited us into her store, 
House of Strut where she sells vintage clothing 
and holds events that promote community and 
awareness. She talked about coming out of a 
corporate career to pursue a life of greater 
impact. Erica had thrifted with the women in her 
life since she was a child and over the years had 
built up a considerable collection.

This past October Erica opened her business, 
House of Strut in Savannah’s Starland District. 
Building her brand by “doing the opposite of 
fitting in,” she stepped away from the typical 
fashion retail model and instead offered 
shoppers the chance to own quality clothing 
with edge that fast fashion lacks. After learning 
more about the downfalls of the fashion industry, 
Erica took it upon herself to move Savannah’s 
fashion in a positive direction. She stated that 
awareness is key and as someone who 
understands the waste and destruction caused 
by the fashion industry, she has to take a 
different stance.
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Ramsey Khalidi

RK Constructions Southern Pine
President

At Southern Pine, Ramsey runs his company 
to take used and antique materials and then 
build something new with those materials. He 
emphasized the importance of deconstruction 
explaining that we waste so much energy and 
material through demolition. Deconstruction on 
the other hand requires manual labor but offers 
durable materials with considerably less 
embodied energy. These materials are then used 
to make necessary home additions like tables, 
flooring, windows and doors.

Ramsey believes that closing product lifecycle 
loops to keep materials in continuous process 
is essential to a waste-free world. He said 
upcycling was far better than recycling because 
recycling tends to result in wasted energy. 
Particularly in Savannah, he lamented our poorly 
recycling is carried out.

“Everything in the world 
is balanced, we are not .“

Ramsey Khalidi
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After retiring from the corporate world Tim Arnold start-
ed the nonprofit Tybee Clean Beach Volunteers. Tim 
loved going to the beach when he moved to Tybee 
but was turned off by all of the litter he saw there. 
With a hope for a waste-free beach, Tim and his wife 
began a volunteer group to deal with the trash prob-
lem. His group of volunteers meets once a week on 
Sunday evenings to do a clean sweep of the beach. 

Tim Arnold

Tybee Clean Beach Volunteers
Nonprofit Organization

Founder

Because he feels responsible for the trash after col-
lecting it, Tim felt obligated to do more with what he 
and his volunteers find. Tim is a “numbers guy” so he 
counts and sorts the found items and shares the data 
on his website. Additionally, he has found ways to re-
use and recycle some of the items they find including 
using the materials in artwork and bringing recyclable 
materials to the appropriate facilities.
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Larry Newsome

America’s Second Harvest

America’s Second Harvest works to fight hunger 
by taking unwanted foods from retailers and 
farmers and then redistributing those goods at a 
discounted rate to to charitable organizations. 
A nonprofit organization, Second Harvest is 
part of the Feeding America Network. Currently 
operating in 21 counties, they also have a 
mobile food pantry that goes to rural food 
deserts three to four times a week. 

Larry explained that food is collected in four 
categories: dairy, breads, meats and assorted 
shopping goods. Last year they distributed over 
12 million pounds of food and at the time of 
our interview had received 12,000 pounds of 
vidalia onions directly from a farmer. The onions 
did not adhere to size and appearance 
standards and would have otherwise been 
thrown away. Katrina Walters coordinates 
volunteers to keep the multitude of incoming and 
outgoing goods organized and accessible.

 

Katrina Walters

America’s Second Harvest
Volunteer Coordinator

 

“We’re the center of the whell“

Katrina Walters
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America’s Second Harvest

America’s Second Harvest (ASH) is a second tier 
distributor that gets below aesthetic standard food 
goods from retailers and farmers and redistributes 
them wholesale to charitable organizations. The 
blemished food is fine for eating but would end 
up wasted without Second Harvest to take it from 
retailers. In 2014, they received over four million 
pounds of food that would have otherwise ended 
up in landfill. They work with over 100 stores as well 
as farmers who donate unsellable goods. Second 
Harvest then sells the food to organizations at an 
extremely discounted rate. ASH also runs a mobile 
food pantry as well as various programs for kids. At 
the end of the month, they donate their surpluses 
to Everybody Eats Fresh Free Fridays (E2F3).

We volunteered with America’s Second Harvest to 
observe their practices and see how they combat 
food waste. We prepared boxes for their mobile food 
pantry which would be handed out to individuals 
residing in food deserts. Each box was packed with 
basics like flour and canned goods as well as jugs of 
juice and microwavable items. In two hours we had 
prepared over 30 boxes, walking away with a better 
idea of how much effort goes into what they do to 
fight hunger and food waste.
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Everybody Eats Fresh Fresh 
Free Fridays 

(E2F3)

E2F3 gets fresh foods from America’s Second 
Harvest and creates a free grocery collecting 
experience for those in need. E2F3 takes food at 
the end of the month that Second Harvest would 
otherwise have to throw out.

Early one friday morning, our team volunteered 
at St. Francis Cabrini Church where E2F3 runs its 
distribution program. We helped to unpack the 3,000 
pounds of food which we then set up for the clients 
to ultimately browse through. Over 75 people lined 
up to have their pick of the goods, and Ilya, one of 
the founders walked among the groups of people 
greeting them by name and chatting about was 
available that day. Ilya and the coordinators cared 
about the people they were serving and it was 
evident the program was community centered. 

We witnessed that collaboration and community 
contributed to the success of E2F3 who was 
simultaneously preventing waste from entering 
landfills. The coordinators even broke down their 
boxes and emptied containers which they then 
bring to Chatham County Recycling Center. We did 
note that they ended up with some spoiled foods 
that could potentially be composted.
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Tybee Clean Beach Volunteers

Tybee Clean Beach Volunteers is a growing group of volunteers 
who meet weekly to clean up Tybee Beach. The nonprofit was 
established in 2015 by Tim Arnold who retired from the corporate 
world and wanted to make a difference. The group, which offers 
clean five gallon buckets and grabbers to anyone willing the help, 
collects the items and then sorts them to gain an accurate count of 
the waste on Tybee Beach. Tybee Clean Beach Volunteers have 
picked up 69,277 cigarettes butts in less than a year. That’s just one 
example from the top twenty items collected.

We had the opportunity to volunteer with the group twice. We 
walked less than a mile but our buckets became heavy only about 
30 minutes into the cleaning and by an hour we each had a bucket 
full of waste. About 75 percent of what we collected were cigarette 
butts but we also found an alarming amount of plastic and styrofoam 
debris. Savannah’s Tybee Beach is fortunate to have Tim and his 
band of volunteers in their corner. 
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Tybee Clean Beach Initiative 

Cigarette Facts 

Top 5 Found Items

Tybee Clean Beach Initiative 

Cigarette Facts 

Top 5 Found Items

Tybee Clean Beach Initiative 

Cigarette Facts 

Top 5 Found Items

Tybee Clean Beach Initiative 

Cigarette Facts 

Top 5 Found Items

Tybee Clean Beach Initiative 

Cigarette Facts 

Top 5 Found Items
3% Paper & Cardboard (1,665)

3% Straws & Stirrers (1,876)

3% Food Wrappers (2,014)

5% Plastic Bottle Caps (2,612)

86% Cigarette Butts (50,056)

50,056 picked up in 9 months

         Tybee Beach                                                                                              263 hours                        45 volunteers

Top 5 Found Items

Tybee Clean Beach Initiative

Tybee Clean Beach Initiative 

Cigarette Facts 

Top 5 Found Items

Tybee Clean Beach Initiative 

Cigarette Facts 

Top 5 Found Items

Tybee Clean Beach Initiative 

Cigarette Facts 

Top 5 Found Items

Cigarette Facts

How to Help
save the oceans

10 million sold every minute

cigarette butts are toxic to marine life

1 cigarette butt will kill 50% of the fish in 1-liter of water

cigarette filters are not biodegradable

reduce what you bring to the beach

bring an ashtray with you

avoid drinks with detachable caps or pieces

only use paper straws

don’t bring plastic snack bags
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With our primary research complete we began the fourth mode, 
Frame Insights. This step consisted of affinitizing the data our team 
collected throughout our process.
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After completing our interviews, observations and cultural probes we 
began affinitizing the data. To do this we transcribed every data 
point we collected onto yellow sticky notes which we would analyze 
and group to find common connections and insights.

The first step was to randomize the sticky notes we had transcribed 
and begin to rapidly group together those we found to be related. 
This took hours as we had well over 600 points to sort through. We 
labeled the groups of yellow sticky notes with nearly 100 blue notes 
titled as a statement in the first person voice of the users.

Next we grouped the blue notes together in the same fashion 
however, no group could have more than eight blue notes. 
Once again this process was arduous as our team mulled 
over differing ways to categorize the information. We 
created over 40 pink sticky notes to label our groups of blue. 
These pink labels were also written in the voice of the user.

Our final phase of affinitizing required us to group the pink stickies 
into groups which we labeled with green sticky notes. The 10 green 
sticky notes we ended with would be the ultimate insights we gleaned 
from our weeks of research. 

Affinitizing 1. We need more knowledge to be waste free.

2. Our waste is alarming.

3. Positive environments facilitate learning.

4. Recycling is challenging.

5. Consumerism produces waste.

6. Local practices affect the world.

7. Need for official city involvement.

8. Industries are evolving sustainably.

9. Community benefits from collaboration.

10. Creativity in Sustainability

Insights
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Once we established our insights, it was time to explore the 
possible solutions to the issues we discovered surrounding the 
culture of waste in Savannah. We came together to figure out how 
we might best serve the community.
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With our insights in mind, our team 
brainstormed 50 solutions we 

could potentially offer.

5 Explore CONCEPTS

To illustrate our team’s ethnographic research process, one can refer 
to the Suri-IDEO model. We began with concrete experiences by 
way of observations and interviews. As we collected data, insights 
and patterns started to emerge. Theses pieces of information gave 
us small clues as to the culture of waste in Savannah. We synthesized 
all of this information through affinity mapping and discussion which 
at times reached a level of conceptualization that was very 
abstract. Progressing through the project we developed concrete 
strategies based on our ultimate insights which we actualized through 
an awareness-based networking event as well as a prototyped 
waste-reducing app.

Suri-IDEO Model

Abstract

Synthesis Strategy

Concrete

Now Future

observations new offferings, services 
& communications

principals & 
opportunities

insights, patterns
& themes

frameworks 
& models
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1. We need more knowledge to be waste free.

How might we create more knowledge to be waste free?

• Cultural events

• Education trips (for kids)

• Telling people

• Flyers/pamphlets/brochures/cards/ about waste and how to be waste free

• Facebook and other social media

3. Positive environments facilitate learning.

How might we create the environment facilitate learnings?

• Create a local evens (fun) which might - give some facts about 
waste to community.

• Guest speakers stand up activities/ stage shows.

• Telling people that their activities will benefit the environment.

• A count or a figure/percentage keeping track of waste which can be 
flashed at some important place in city.

 

4. Recycling is challenging.

How might we make recycling easy and less challenging?

• Collection vehicles

• Telling people which places recycle what

 

5. Consumerism produces waste.

How might we end waste production from consumerism?

• Spreading awareness that “consumerism is not good”

• Recycling all the possible recyclable materials

How might we end waste production from consumerism?

• Ignorance sometimes may lead to harmful effects

• More consumption / ignoring the wate (How might we change this attitude?)

2. Our waste is alarming.

How might we tell people that waste is alarming?

• Representing waste in terms of wealth and money.

• Letting people know actual percentages and figures

• What will happen if the present situation continues.

• Estimating future according to present.

How might we reduce waste so it won’t be alarming?

• Bringing awareness on how to use and what to use / when to use/ 
how to reduce usage and waste.

• More money - more waste (Reducing).

• Abundance (excess) leads to waste (Reducing).

• Easy access leads to more waste.

• Things that are easily replaced are valued less as they’re 
considered replaceable.

How might we?

5 Explore CONCEPTS

6. Local practices affect the world.

How might we stop local practices from affecting the world?

• Using digital devices or digital communications to spread awareness.

• Reducing local waste/ educating people on local scale as well as 
global effects.

7. Need for official city involvement.

How might we get city officials involved?

• City should come up with a good sustainability place.

• City council should devote more time to encourage gardening by 
using compost soil.

• Government/ city/ should spread awareness among people where and 
what to recycle.

• Education is important.

8. Industries are evolving sustainably.

• How might we get industries to evolve sustainably?

• Solar energy must be the main source of energy for industries.

• Reusing of materials wherever possible.

• Medical waste should be taken care of carefully.

9. Community benefits from collaboration.

How might we get community benefits from collaboration?

• Create a local evens (fun) which might - give some facts about 
waste to community.

• Guest speakers stand up activities/ stage shows.

• Telling people that their activities will benefit the environment.

• A count or a figure/percentage keeping track of waste which can be flashed 
at some important place in city.

 

10. Creativity in Sustainability

How might we tell people sustainability can be done creatively?

• Turning waste to something that one can reuse is creativity recycle 
everyone can do/ spread awareness 
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With many insights our team spent considerable time discussing the 
most meaningful solutions we could create for our stakeholders. 
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The Waste Less Savannah app was created to be used as a 
tool by the average Savannahian. Which is fitting considering 
68 % of American adults own a Smartphone with application 
capabilities. The app hosts six categories which derived from 
the ten insights gathering during the affinitizing process. These 
categories include: How to Recycle, Local Events, Volunteer 
Opportunities, Facilities, Recycling Tips and Materials. 

Solution - The App

Metal

Hazardous

Household Garden

Automotive

Glass

Construction Electronics Batteries

This material is not recyclable 
in Savannah. Glass is a 
contaminate and if added to a 
recycling bin will contaminate all 
of the recyclable materials.

Glass

How To

Facilities

Events Volunteer

Tips Materials

WL S WL S WL S

Wash and dry glass before recycling.
Make sure glass is sorted and fully 
intact.

Facilities within 200 miles
Strategic Materials
400 Agmac Avenue
Jacksonville, FL 32205

The WLS app, which is exclusive to Savannah, GA conveniently allows 
the user to find the nearest recycling facility, based on material choice, 
via their GPS connection. The app is incredibly progressive and 
educates the average person about better practices to handle waste 
while inspiring the community to work together for a greater cause.  

6 Frame SOLUTIONS

How To

Facilities

Events

Tips Materials

WL S

Volunteer

WL S WL S

Tybee Clean Beach Volunteers
Tybee Island, GA

Everybody Eats Fresh Free on Fridays
Savannah, GA

America’s Second Harvest
Savannah, GA

Kids Cafe
Savannah, GA

Hands on Savannah
Savannah, GA

Join Tim Arnold and a devoted team 
of volunteers every Sunday night as 
they clean up Tybee Beach. 

Contact Tim with questions 
http://tybeecleanbeach.simpl.com/

SIGN UP

How To

Facilities

Events

Tips Materials

WL S

Volunteer

WL S

Commercial

Residential

WL S

Rinse and dry items

Don’t put recycling in a bag
-plastic bags contaminate other 
items

Broken glass is a contaminate

Loosen plastic bottle tops

Food contaminated items are 
not recycalble  

Recycling Centers require items
to be pre-sorted

Soup cans go with scrap metal
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As our insights indicated a lack of awareness and a need for 
collaboration, we agreed to actualize our solutions through our 
final presentation. Our event would allow attendees time and 
space to network with each other as well as give feedback on our 
app prototype.
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WASTE LESS
S a v a n n a h

Four women set out to learn what was happening with waste in 
Savannah. Our research took us to places we never expected: 
secret gardens, middle school art rooms and giant compost 
mounds were just a few of the stops we made along the way to 
discovering the Culture of Waste in Savannah.

Agenda of the Event

Presented by:

Rachel Segrest  •  Hima  Tadimeti  •  Olesya Golub  •  Jessica Wilson

7:00   

Reception

7:15   

Insights & Awards

The App Project

8:15

Q & A

Our Award nominees

Bede Van Dyke
www.bedevandyke.com

Ralph Douglas Jones  •   Fish Art Gallerie
www.facebook.com/fishartgallerie

Erica Jarmon  •  House of Strut
www.facebook.com/houseofstrut

Chatham County Recycling Center
www.recycling.chathamcounty.org

Andy Schwartz  •  Grow. Eat. Repeat
www.grow-eat-repeat.com

City of Savannah Sustainability
www.savannahga.gov/sustainability

Elaine Gallagher Adams

Jane Fishman
www.janefishman.net

Ramsey Khalidi • RK Constructions Southern Pine 
www.southernpinecompany.com

Scott Boylston  •   Emergent Structures
www.emergentstructures.org

Brittany Nearhoof  •  J.G. Smith Elementary

America’s Second Harvest
www.helpendhunger.org

Everybody Eats Fresh Free Fridays 
www.facebook.com/EverybodyEatsFreshFreeFridays

Tim Arnold • Tybee Clean Beach Volunteers

7.Realize OFFERINGS

After deciding we wanted to present awards to waste innovators 
in the community, we agreed that a venue equipped with a stage 
would be ideal. We reached out to various event spaces around 
Savannah and were met with a dilemma: hold the event on SCAD’s 
graduation day or on Memorial Day. Neither choices were ideal. 
Graduation would be hectic while Memorial Day would allow 
little to no planning time. Not to mention we questioned how big 
our attendance would be on either day given the respective 
celebratory occasions. 

We optioned for Memorial Day at SCAD’s Student Center 
auditorium from 7:00-8:30pm. With one week to plan, our team 
rallied together expertly to set our event in motion. We emailed our 
stakeholders directly with a personalized message asking them to 
speak for two minutes at our event as well as an attached digital 
invitation. We also created a facebook event which we opened to 
the public. Connect Savannah reposted our event as did Joanne 
Morton with Well Fed Magazine.  In our process we concluded that 
everyone was a stakeholder as everyone contributes to waste, so 
the more event attendees the better.

Combining our event planning, hospitality and interior design skills, 
we mapped out each detail of our upcoming event including an 
event agenda, refreshments, strategic furniture arrangement, poster 
placement and order of presenters. We created a script for the 
entire event with each team member editing their own part as they 
saw fit. Allotting time for networking before and after our official 
presentation we would encourage conversation among attendees.

Preparations for the Event

We curated our beverage and food options. As alcohol was 
prohibited we knew the next best thing would be to offer coffee. 
We provided water and to reduce costs each provided a well 
presented food dish. Our self-catered dishes and containers were 
color and style coordinated to present a professional appearance. 
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At 7:00pm two team members were stationed at the entrance of the 
Student Center. They helped guests to sign in then directed them upstairs 
with a program in hand. Initially, we planned 7:00-7:15 to be networking 
time but as technical difficulties arose with SCAD’s tech support networking 
time stretched on for an additional 15 minutes. At 7:30 the presentation 
began with Olesya briefly introducing Rachel who would start off with a 
welcome address. From there each team member in turn presented 
insights and then presented awards to certain attendees we felt were doing 
positive things with waste that related to those insights. After receiving their 
awards each awardee would give a small speech to share who they were 
and what they were doing.

The attendance was about 30-40 people, most of whom seemed to enjoy 
hearing the various winners speak, each with a unique story to tell. Our slide 
presentation finished exactly at 8:30pm which allowed plenty of time for a 
Q&A session afterward. The team stepped forward and discussion with the 
audience flowed immediately. People wanted to know more about the app 
we prototyped. Some people asked questions that the team answered 
and then rebounded back for answers from other audience members. Some 
questions were answered completely by other audience members.

After the Q&A, people lingered for about 15 minutes to congratulate 
the team and chat with each other. Many attendees approached team 
members and thanked us honestly for throwing the event. They were happy 
people were doing good things for Savannah, and they were happy that 
they could be involved in the process. The mood was cheerful. New 
connections were made and people were talking to each other. That is 
exactly what we wanted.

Waste Less Savannah Awards.

7.Realize OFFERINGS
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Award
Packaged Inspiration

Bede Van Dyke

Insight 1 - Consumerism Produces Waste

Our research indicated that much waste results 
directly from users’ buying habits. The fashion industry 
generates much waste while 40 percent of food is 
wasted each year. Meanwhile, people buy general 
items that they are unsure what to do with at the end 
of the product’s life.

Bede Van Dyke’s work correlated with this insight 
because he takes paper packaging and turns it into 
fine art. Bede was awarded Packaged Inspiration for 
not only preventing waste from entering landfills, but 
for creating inspiration through his art.

Award
Hunter. Gatherer. Imaginer.

Ralph Douglas Jones

Insight 1 - Consumerism Produces Waste

Ralph Douglas Jones also alleviates the waste caused 
by consumerism as he transforms mostly obsolete 
items and products into delightful decor. Ralph 
both finds materials people have thrown out and 
goes looking for unwanted goods himself. We 
awarded Ralph Hunter. Gatherer. Imaginer. for his 
ability to find agreed upon trash and to actualize its 
potential as treasure.

Award
Fighting Fashion Waste

With Vintage Taste

Erica Jarman

Insight 2 - Our Waste is Alarming

Both intervees and cultural probe participants 
presented an overall message that the amount 
of waste we produce is cause for concern. While 
people did not necessarily know what to do, they did 
seem to realize we are wasting at a rapid pace.

After Erica Jarman learned about the atrocities 
happening within the fashion industry, she took it 
upon herself to make a stand. She was recognized 
for Fighting Fashion Waste with Vintage Taste for 
her dedication to spreading awareness all while 
providing fashionably sustainable clothing options to 
Savannah’s shoppers. 

7.Realize OFFERINGS

Award
Simplifing Recycling

Chatham County Recycling Center

Insight 3 - Recycling is Challenging

Award
Compost Cowboy

Andy Schwartz

Insight 3 - Recycling is Challenging

Award
Guiding Savannah to 
Sustainable Standards

City os Savannah Sustainability
Nick Deffley

Insight 4 - Need for Official City Involvement

We have found that despite existing facilities, 
recycling is not easy. Not only are people unsure 
about what is and is not recyclable, they do not know 
where to specifically bring items nor what they should 
do with those items beforehand. 

Chatham County Recycling Center has done a 
supreme job of making recycling as simple as 
possible for those who bring their items to center. The 
staff is helpful and friendly while the facility is clean 
and easy to navigate. Chatham County Recycling 
does its best to educate visitors on what to do and 
how to do it. For these reasons we awarded the 
center with Simplifying Recycling.

Andy Schwartz is also taking steps to make good 
choices more accessible. Because of his proactive 
work composting waste from restaurants as well as 
educating the public on how to deal with food waste 
Andy’s work makes a positive impact everyday. We 
deemed him the Compost Cowboy for rounding up 
food waste and putting it back into the ground to 
close its life cycle loop.

As concerns about waste arose throughout our 
research, there was an underlying call for leadership 
from the government. With residents concerned and 
confused, the data clearly showed a need for city 
involvement in the fight against waste.

Nick Deffley and his team in the City of Savannah’s 
Sustainability department have been working 
diligently to make Savannah a more conscious city 
especially in terms of waste. They continue to work 
toward a better future for Savannah so we awarded 
them with Guiding Savannah to Sustainable 
Standards.
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Award
Deconstracting for 
Better Tomorrow

Southern Pine Co.
Ramsey Khalidi

Insight 4 - Industries Evolve Sustainably

Award
Overcoming Housing Hurdles 

Elaine Adams

Insight 5 - Creativity in Sustainability

Award
Cultivating Creativity 

Jane Fishman

Insight 5 - Creativity in Sustainability

During our research process, we found that many 
people who were trying to implement sustainability in 
their own creative way. 

The first award in this category Overcoming Housing 
Hurdles was presented to Elaine Adams, an archi-
tecture professor at SCAD, who shapes young minds 
while teaching them to make smart design decisions. 
She also wants to educate the public that sustain-
able housing is “the best choice”. Her current project 
is a complete sustainable house of which she plans to 
offer educational tours. Her mantra of “if I don’t need 
it, I don’t want it” also reduces consumerism which in 
turn reduces waste and promotes sustainability. 

We awarded Cultivating Creativity to Jane Fishman 
who is not only a gardener but also a writer with 
Savannah Morning News and author of several 
books. Jane’s style of horticulture allows her plants 
grow at their own will which has created a tranquil 
ambience as well as a thriving habitat. Jane believes 
that waste is a misnomer and has incorporated a 
number of traditional types of “waste” into making 
her garden so successful. For these reasons she was 
awarded with Cultivating Creativity.

Through analyzing our data, we noted that some 
industries are responding to environmental, economic 
and social challenges. While the change is currently 
small, businesses are moving in a sustainable 
direction. 

RK Constructions Southern Pine has come up with an 
efficient way to reduce waste by holding the idea 
of waste to a new standard. The company takes 
materials that have typically been considered waste 
and reuses them in the construction industry. The 
award for this category was presented to Ramsey 
Khalidi, President of RK Constructions Southern Pine 
who is Deconstructing for a Better Tomorrow.
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Award
Illuminating Possibilities

Scott Boylston

Insight 7 - We Need More Knowledge 
to be Waste-Free

Award
Guiding Tomorrow’s

Innovators

Brittany Nearhoof

Insight 8 - Positive Environments 
Facilitate Learning

Award
Facilitating Second Chances

Amarica’s Second Harvest

Insight 9 - Community Benefits from 
Collaboration

The data clearly showed that lack of awareness and 
education has resulted in a wasteful culture here in 
Savannah. Many people we heard from had the 
willingness but lacked proper information to make 
good choices in terms of waste. 

Scott Boylston commits himself to showing and 
educating people how to move forward in the 
world more consciously. Scott works with his nonprofit, 
Emergent Structures, while also being actively 
involved in the Savannah community and leading the 
Design for Sustainability program at the Savannah 
College of Art and Design. He is responsible for Illumi-
nating Possibilities for many people in the Savannah.

Our data indicated that people seem to learn the 
best when they are enjoying themselves.

Brittany Nearhoof is a devoted art teacher who 
ensures that her students have what they need to 
excel both inside and outside of her classroom. She 
has overcome obstacles to cultivate a space for 
encouragement and success within her classroom. 
We appreciate Brittany for her work and recognized 
her for Guiding Tomorrow’s Innovators.

In addition to enjoying themselves, our data signaled 
that people can reach great potential when they 
work together.

America’s Second Harvest relies on collaboration 
from both food donors, volunteers and client 
organizations. Through its strategic collaborative 
efforts, Second Harvest is able to fight hunger 
and keep food from being wasted. We presented 
America’s Second Harvest with an award for 
Facilitating Second Chances for not only food but 
the community members which it serves.
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Award
Best Collaboration

E2F3

Insight 9 - Community Benefits from 
Collaboration

Award
Local Scale, Global Impact

E2F3

Insight 10 - Local Practices Affect the World

Demonstrating organizations’ excellent collaboration 
efforts Everybody Eats Fresh Free Fridays works with 
America’s Second Harvest to further the mission of 
both nonprofits. Within E2F3 founders Jonathan and 
Ilya have teamed up to bring about the changes 
they want to see happen. For these reasons we 
awarded E2F3 with Best Collaborators.

As we reached our rounds of data analysis, it was 
evident that the practices of those in Savannah, 
Georgia had far reaching effects beyond the city 
limits. Nearly every purchase and most decisions 
came with consequences outside the immediate 
realm of the decisionmaker.

Tim Arnold understood the rippling consequences 
that trashing Tybee Beach would have on the wider 
world. He took initiative and brought people together 
to reduce the negative local impact which was 
currently leading to negative global impacts. We 
awarded for his diligence in understanding the 
effects of Locale Scale, Global Impact.

7.Realize OFFERINGS
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We began this project entirely unsure of where the next 10 weeks 
would take us. With such a broad and often disgusting topic 
as waste, we tried to keep an open mind about the landfills we 
expected to visit and the garbage cans we imagined picking 
through. As the project unfolded however, our research took us to 
places we had not anticipated. Ethnography proved to be more 
enlightening and enjoyable than we knew research could be. The 
first stop on our roster of locations was an art gallery which set the 
stage for an unconventional yet exciting series of interviews and 
observations. Much of the time, we were admittedly motivated to 
carry out our research for the sake of enjoying ourselves.

Each team member excelled in new found strengths as we embarked 
on our journey to discover the culture of waste in Savannah. While 
tensions mounted at times, it was evident that the project would 
have been impossible without the dedication and contributions from 
each unique team member. With guidance from our professor as well 
as assigned class readings, we were able to approach our research 
with the proper tools to glean insights from what we were doing. 

Often confused yet always hopeful, we moved through the modes of 
contextual research outlined in Vijay Kumar ’s 101 Design Methods 
to collect and analyze data pertaining to the culture of waste in 
Savannah. No data point from our interviews, observations or 
cultural probes went untouched. We examined every bit of 
information we collected and ultimately derived 10 meaningful 
insights into Savannah’s waste culture.

We learned that people in Savannah want to practice good 
habits around waste but are not always educated on where and 
how to do so. Additionally our data showed that collaboration and 
community involvement tended to result in positive outcomes, while 
programs and initiatives in Savannah seemed to be most successful 
when people came together.

With these insights in mind, holding a community-centered social 
event seemed like the best offering for our final event. While we 
also prototyped an app that would build awareness and promote 
collaborations, we wanted to give Savannah’s community members 
the opportunity to physically convene to learn from and share with 
each other. Our event speakers delivered their speeches brilliantly 
while our audience actively participated in discussions surrounding 
our topic of waste in Savannah. 

We feel the project was a success. Though our team members 
hail from very different cities across the globe, we wanted to do 
something good for community in which we currently live. Setting out 
to put our time to meaningful use, we walked away from this project 
valuing the importance of thorough and thoughtful ethnographic 
research. We strived for empathy and we embraced ambiguity. We 
gained new insights about the culture of waste in Savannah, and 
we did our best to share what we learned with the community we 
currently call home.
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